
CP Statistics – Introduction to Probability Name ____________________________________ 

For all questions in this activity, express each answer as a fraction and as decimal rounded to 3 places. 

1. A used car lot has vehicles with the following colors: 12 white, 6 black, 4 blue, 8 red and 2 green. 

A car is chosen at random. What is the probability that the color of the chosen car is… 

(a) black (b) red (c) not white (d) not green 

(e) blue or black (f) red or green (g) not white or blue (h) not red or green 

2. A random sample of 50 students at a high school completed a survey with many questions. Two 

of the questions were concerning gender and which is their dominant hand. The results are 

organized in the two-way table below.  

 Dominant Hand   Find the probability that a random student is… 

Gender Right Left Total (a) A male 

Male 20 3 23 (b) Right-handed 

Female 23 4 27 (c) A female who is left-handed 

Total 43 7 50 (d) a female or left-handed 

 
3. Students in a college dorm building have tablets according to the following chart: 

 Tablet Brand   Find the probability that a random tablet is… 

Size Apple Samsung Google (a) A Samsung 

7-inch 20 25 12 (b) A 10-inch 

10-inch 19 32 8 (c) A 7-inch Google 

    (d) An Apple or a 10-inch 

In each of the following, organize the given information in a two-way table; then use the table to find 

the given probabilities. 

4. Madi’s Mom put a bunch of cookies in a cookie jar. There were 27 chocolate cookies and 32 

sugar cookies. Of the chocolate cookies, 7 of them had nuts. Of the sugar cookies, 10 of them 

had nuts. A cookie is chosen at random. Find the following probabilities: 

(a) chocolate (b) has nuts (c) sugar with nuts 

(d) chocolate with nuts (e) sugar or has nuts (f) chocolate without nuts 

5. A pet store has 25 pets, 16 dogs and 9 cats. Of the dogs, 13 are puppies and of the cats 6 are 

kittens. A pet is chosen at random. Find the following probabilities: 

(a) a dog (b) a cat (c) a puppy 

(d) a kitten (e) a puppy or a kitten (f) neither a puppy or a kitten 

 


